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Food safety professionals

essentially 

Published, republished or

interviewed

Articles published on LinkedIn

during 2018.

I was born in Oporto (Portugal).

Who knows me well often complains about my obstinacy

about achieving what I want. That is maybe the reason why

today I am not a Judge as my mother so wished. At the time

(1993), my interest for science (particularly Biology) and

engineering took me into another path. As I put at the time

“I wish to do something in those fields that has an impact

in people’s lives”. I am doing just that since 1999

contributing to the consumption of safer food products.

A B O U T  M E

20 years  in  food
industry

A B O U T  M Y
W O R K

In the 20 years as food product engineer I undertook many challenges

and assignments. Since the first professional experience that I am used

to work together with people as quality and production manager. Later

in the career I realised the importance of understanding the big

pictureand took a Master in Business Administration. In my PhD was

investigated a new approach to frozen fish glazing hopping to change

some industry paradigms. In 2018, I had the honour to be presented

with the title of Food Engineer Specialist by the Portuguese

Engineering Professional Association. Every day I become more

passionate about sharing knowledge and developing people. As

consequence, in the last years, I start publishing books and articles on

the topics of food safety. At the moment I work exclusively in helping

food safety professionals achieving a more fulfilled career based on

improving knowledge, improving competences and a growing mindset.



SHARING KNOWLEDGE
WITH FOOD SAFETY PROFESSIONALS 

Since the first book publish by Wiley in 2016 my

publications have reached food safety

professionals all over the world and caught the

attention of many of the most important

publications / organizations in countries like

USA, UK, China, India, Australia, Brazil,

Denmark, South Africa, Turkey and Portugal. 

MY AUDIENCE
FOOD SAFETY PROFESSIONALS

When I write I have only one person in mind, the

Food Safety Professional and I believe that is why I

attract so many of them (+9.5 K only on LinkedIn).

I am passionate about this collaborative world that

we leave on and grateful for all the incredible

people I have met in this few years publishing.

Any further question or

information send me a message:

How to  see  my work  and
contact  me

M Y  S O C I A L
N E T W O R K

Book and message sent to me by
Dr. William Sperber

www.nunofsoares . com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/food-safety-author-researcher/
https://twitter.com/foodsafetybooks
https://www.facebook.com/NunoFSoaresSharingKnowledge/
https://chat.whatsapp.com/BiTN5QdzrktApXAux1oczt
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjVSXx9RlWM6kmRDxVOFwOQ
http://www.nunofsoares.com/

